**Product Detail:**

Designation: Energizer Hard Case 4 LED

SAP: 638532

Colour: Black and Dark Grey

Power Source: Four "AA"

IEC: LR6

Lamp: Four Nichia® LEDs

Lamp Life (hr): Lifetime

Lamp Output (lumens): High- 150, Low- 55

Beam Distance (m): 265

Peak Beam Intensity (cd): 17,500

Run Time (h:mm): High- 19, Low- 58

Durability: Survives a 3-meter drop

Typical Weight: 333 grams without batteries

Dimensions (mm): 225 x 76

**Performance:**

Run Time

Continuous Drain to End of Useable Light (21°C)

---

**Important Notice**

This datasheet contains information specific to products manufactured at the time of its publication. Contents herein do not constitute a claim or warranty.
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Tested according to ANSI/NEMA FL 1 Standards.